QuikStik™ The Stay-in-Place VBoard® Solution

Simply Peel, Position and Press in Place!

QuikStik™ is VBoard® that features an adhesive surface on either the inside or outside of the legs. The release liner pulls off easily, exposing the sticky surface, so QuikStik can be applied quickly – whether it’s on the corner of a load of boxes or the inside of a carton. Once on, QuikStik stays in place temporarily – giving you enough time to wrap or band your pallet or load your product.

**Proprietary adhesive edge protection comes with key benefits**

- Ideal for applications in which stretch wrapping or banding is utilized
- Streamlines palletizing, banding and product loading processes for time and labor savings
- Interior corners can be easily reinforced, providing your packages with superior stacking strength and edge protection
- Single pull-off strip is quick and easy to use
- Available in standard or premium tack
- Dual purpose: can be used as standard VBoard
- Available on standard VBoard and Most Value Added Offerings

QuikStik features an easy-to-remove release liner

QuikStik is also available in a cost effective VGuard strap protector format

QuikStik stays in place inside the box so your product can be easily loaded

QuikStik offers enough stickiness to get pallet loads of product from the prepping area to the stretch wrapper or bander